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Robert A. Gross, MD, PhD, FANA, FAAN, the retiring Editor-in-Chief (EIC), has served as
an Associate Editor (under former Editor-in-Chief Robert C. Griggs, MD, FAAN), Deputy
Editor (under John H. Noseworthy, MD, FAAN), and ﬁnally EIC of Neurology® at a turbulent and uncertain time for the scholarly publishing industry. During the 19-year period in
which he held these roles, scientiﬁc journals proliferated at a rapid rate and the electronic
journal came into its own as the canonical version of research articles published. Electronic
tracking systems and reviewer databases became the norm. A new business model, open
access, appeared, threatening the existence of the subscription model and the publishing
world as we knew it. Indeed, publication of scientiﬁc material on the world wide web, with the
advent of post-peer review journals and preprint servers, threatened the long-held tradition
of blinded peer review. The insertion of predatory publishers in the mix complicated article
publishing even further.
As an Associate Editor and Deputy Editor, Dr. Gross contributed to the discussions and
decisions relating to critical policies developed before he began his tenure as EIC. These
policies included authorship policies to avoid ghostwriting, mandating that all authors declare
all sources of possible bias, and assignments of classiﬁcation of evidence criteria for therapeutic
and diagnostic papers. The onset of his term marked the beginning of a cascade of highly
innovative developments that would follow throughout his tenure.
It was my pleasure to work under the leadership of Dr. Gross during this time, keeping
abreast of developments in publishing through publishing industry meetings and contacts,
and bringing industry initiatives to him and his team of editors. Our annual editorial retreats
regularly included presentations from industry leaders in scholarly publishing as well as
speakers from other high-impact biomedical journals, propelling discussions leading to the
next innovation for the journal. Retreats centered around the topics of spinning oﬀ
subspecialty journals; publishing articles after they had been published on preprint servers;
publishing peer reviews, short forms, and other derivatives of articles along with expanded
and more data-rich articles; availability and sharing of data; better website and print design; and
in general reimagining the journal to make it more reader-centric, that is, more relevant and
easier to read for today’s busy practitioner. Dr. Gross was always eager to pursue new ideas about
how to improve the quality of the journal and make its content more valuable to practitioners
and researchers alike.
The journal staﬀ has been fortunate to see the personal side of Dr. Gross as a consequence of our
interactions with him during the many retreats, editorial meetings at the American Academy of
Neurology (AAN), and numerous other visits over the years of his tenure. On those occasions, we
enjoyed hearing his enthusiasm for attending a baseball game that coincides with the annual
meeting in a city with a major league team, searching for the perfect cup of coﬀee since a recent
trip to Italy made him a coﬀee aﬃcionado, ﬁnally gaining a daughter when the older of his 2 sons
recently married, and sampling whiskies or looking for the ultimate Negroni cocktail when with
his wife Marsha on a trip to Scotland. And, of course, we never saw him without a bow tie
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(he never wears any other type); a few years ago, he even made
a video of how to tie one for the AAN store.
Thank you, Dr. Gross, for your long years of service to the
journal and for your leadership. We will miss you.
Study funding
No targeted funding reported.
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